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anecdote An account regarded as unreliable or hearsay.
His wife s death has long been the subject of rumour and anecdote.

cue
Sports implement consisting of a tapering rod used to strike a cue ball in
pool or billiards.
Ros and Guil cued by Hamlet also bow deeply.

elicit Derive by reason.
I tried to elicit a smile from Joanna.

enkindle Call forth (emotions, feelings, and responses.
The glare from its enkindled roof illumined its innermost recesses.

evocative Serving to bring to mind- Wilder Hobson.
The building s cramped interiors are highly evocative of past centuries.

hint Drop a hint intimate by a hint.
He has given no hint of his views.

implore Beg earnestly for.
Please don t talk that way Ellen implored.

invoke Summon into action or bring into existence, often as if by magic.
She invoked his help against this attack.

memoir The proceedings of a learned society.
An important memoir on Carboniferous crustacea.

mindful Bearing in mind; attentive to.
Tune in to your body and be mindful.

mnemonic A device (such as a rhyme or acronym) used to aid recall.
The usual mnemonic for star types is O Be A Fine Girl Kiss Me.

nostalgic A nostalgic person.
He remained nostalgic about the good old days.

petition Present a petition to an authority in respect of a particular cause.
The islanders petitioned the government to help them leave St Kilda.
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propose Propose or intend.
He proposed to attend the meeting.

propound
Put forward, as of an idea.
He began to propound the idea of a social monarchy as an alternative to
Franco.

reawaken
(with reference to a feeling or state) emerge or cause to emerge again;
awaken again.
A sense of community started to reawaken in the 1970s.

recall An act or instance of officially recalling someone or something.
Recall the defective auto tires.

recollect Recall knowledge from memory have a recollection.
He could not quite recollect the reason.

recollection
The action or faculty of remembering or recollecting something.
To the best of my recollection no one ever had a bad word to say about
him.

remember Show appreciation to.
I can t remember saying any such thing.

remembrance A recognition of meritorious service.
A flash of remembrance passed between them.

remind Cause (someone) to remember someone or something.
The barman reminded them that singing was not permitted.

reminiscence A characteristic of one thing that is suggestive of another.
His first works are too full of reminiscences of earlier poetry.

reminiscent Absorbed in or suggesting absorption in memories.
Her robes were vaguely reminiscent of military dress.

stasis
An abnormal state in which the normal flow of a liquid (such as blood) is
slowed or stopped.
Long periods of stasis.

suggest Suggest the necessity of an intervention in medicine.
Finds of lead coffins suggested a cemetery north of the river.

summon Ask to come.
If the person summoned does not appear he may be arrested.

theorize Form a theory or theories about something.
He theorized that the atolls marked the sites of vanished volcanoes.

waken Stop sleeping.
She knew he would waken in an hour or so.
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writ
A form of written command in the name of a court or other legal authority
to act or abstain from acting in a particular way.
You have business here which is out of my writ and competence.


